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Kentucky Legislative Research Commission
2017 Regular Session
Part I: Measure Information
Bill Request #:
Bill #:

1571

HB 540 SCS

Bill Subject/Title:
Sponsor:

AN ACT relating to aviation safety

Representative Diane St. Onge

Unit of Government:

Office(s) Impacted:

Requirement:
Effect on
Powers & Duties:

City

County

Charter County

Consolidated Local

Urban-County
Unified Local
Government

Any local government that has formed or joined together to form a
local air board.
Mandatory

X

X

Optional

Modifies Existing

X

Adds New

Eliminates Existing

Part II: Purpose and Mechanics
Section 1:
A commercial airport may prepare an unmanned aircraft facility map. If the commercial
airport has a Federal Aviation Administration (FFA) operated control tower, the tower
shall be consulted when preparing the map. This map shall be filed with the airport board
and displayed on the airport’s web site. The map shall not extend beyond the approach
surface areas as defined in the Code of Federal Regulations.
If the FAA creates and makes available a map for the airport that restricts the area where
it is unsafe to operate an unmanned aircraft per the Code, that map shall be the unmanned
aircraft facility map of the airport.
14 C.F.R. part 77.19(d) essentially states that an approached surface is
A surface longitudinally centered on the extended runway centerline and
extending outward and upward from each end of the primary surface. An
approach surface is applied to each end of each runway based upon the type of
approach available or planned for that runway end. Specific requirements are
detailed in this code.
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Section 2:
An operator or a direct supervisor of an operator shall not allow an unmanned aircraft to
be operated in a prohibited area or in a reckless manner. Per Section 4, any person that
operates or allows to be operated an unmanned aircraft in a prohibited area or in a
reckless manner is guilty of a Class A misdemeanor or a Class D felony if the violation
significantly interferes or seriously disrupts the travel of an aircraft and thus, threatening
the physical safety of those onboard the aircraft.
Section 3:
“Commercial airport” means an airport certified by the Federal Aviation Administration
in accordance with 14 C.F.R. Part 139
“Operate” means the actions of an operator on the ground. The term is not intended to
regulate an unmanned aircraft.
“Operator” is the person operating or flying the unmanned aircraft.
“Unmanned aircraft” is an aircraft operated without the possibility of direct human
intervention from within or on the aircraft.
“Unmanned aircraft facility map” means the map that may be developed by an airport to
display the airports airspace showing where it is unsafe to operate an unmanned aircraft.
HB 540 SCS retains the major provisions of the measure as introduced and makes
the following changes in the bill:
In Section 3, the definition of “commercial airport” is added and is defined as an airport
certified by the Federal Aviation Administration in accordance with 14 C.F.R. Part 139.
In Section 1 and 2, it is clarified airport means commercial airport.
Part III: Fiscal Explanation, Bill Provisions, and Estimated Cost
The fiscal impact of HB 540 SCS on local governments is expected to be minimal,
but as the use of unmanned aircraft continues to grow in popularity and availability, the
impact may increase accordingly.
There will be minor cost involved regarding the dissemination of the new law and
training at the local level.
Any person that operates or allows to be operated an unmanned aircraft in a prohibited
area or in a reckless manner is guilty of a Class A misdemeanor or a Class D felony.
A person convicted of a Class A misdemeanor may be incarcerated for up to twelve
months. Misdemeanants are housed in one of Kentucky’s 76 full service jails or five life
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safety jails. While the expense of housing inmates varies by jail, this estimated impact
will be based on $31.34 per day, which equals the per diem and medical expenses that the
Department of Corrections pays jails to house felony offenders. While the majority of
misdemeanor defendants are granted bail, those who do not will also cost local jails an
average of $31.34 per day.
When a court denies bail to a Class D felony defendant, the local government is
responsible for incarcerating the defendant until disposition of the case in one of
Kentucky’s 76 full service jails or five life safety jails. While the expense of housing
inmates varies by jail, each additional inmate increases facility costs by an estimated
average of $31.34 per day, which equals the per diem and medical expenses that the
Department of Corrections pays jails to house felony offenders. Upon sentencing, a
Class D felon is housed in one of Kentucky’s full service jails for the duration of his or
her sentence. The Department of Corrections pays a jail $31.34 per day to house a D
felon. Since the per diem pays for the estimated average cost of housing a Class D felon,
the per diem may be less than, equal to, or greater than the actual housing cost.
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